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The best part of the story …

There was another shock in store for Garry Kasparov. Remember that 2005 online chess tournament, between 

supercomputers, human grandmasters, and Human+AI centaurs? I forgot to mention who actually won the grand 

prize. At first, Garry wasn’t surprised when a human grandmaster with a weak laptop could beat a world-class 

supercomputer. But what stunned Garry was who won at the end of the tournament — not a human grandmaster 

with a powerful computer, but rather, a team of two amateur humans and three weak computers! The three 

computers were running three different chess-playing AIs, and when they disagreed on the next move, the humans 

“coached” the computers to investigate those moves further. 

As Garry put it: “Weak human + machine + better process was superior to a strong computer alone and, more 

remarkably, superior to a strong human + machine + inferior process.” 

Cage (2018, p. 5)







Understanding the new centaurs : deep learning 
as a basis, symbiotic learning as a core 

characteristic
• Deep learning : more or less a form of artificial autodidactic process (for instance, an 

algorithmic self-teaching enabling the recognition of a dog after being fed of 
thousands of labeled images of various animals). 

• Symbiotic learning goes beyond deep learning, which means it is not only a human 
whose possibilities are boosted by an algorithm in terms of analytical capacities, 
memory size, real-time access to sources almost infinite information, etc. (This is 
usually referred as “intelligence augmentation”). 

• Three steps of symbiotic learning :
• First, the human part teaches, guides the IA, encourage them in their curiosity by confronting 

them to new issues =>  allows the IA’s creativity to flourish => divergence of IA.
• Second, the IA part modify the way of thinking of the human part of the symbiote (like the 

human part of a chess centaur tend progressively to play differently, even when not 
connected to its (own) AI).

• Third, eventually centaurs communicate not only with humans and AIs on separate channels 
=> melted communication (even reinforced by the relationships between centaurs and low-
level IA ).



The three steps allowing centaurs to become 
a common reality 

1. Reaching a higher level of AI development

2. Make possible a better integration of AI and humans in terms of 

communication interfaces

3. To allow for the first time some symbiotes (i.e. human+AI pairs) to 

grew up together as individual entities



The innovation potential of centaurs : 
three research avenues

A. Centaurs, information and knowledge

B. Intelligence is not a single dimension 

C. Creativity and invisible innovation 



Which roles should senior leaders still play with 
the emergence of AIs? 

• First task: asking questions.

• Second task: attacking exceptions.

• Third task: tolerating ambiguity.

• Fourth task: employing soft skills.

 Kevin Kelly (2012) : “This is not a race against the machines . . .This is a race 
with the machines.”

According to Dewhurst and Willmott (2014) there are some tasks for which “managers” will still continue 
to be better than AIs:



Centaurs and territory

• Will centaurs make the world flatter or spikier? 

• Will centaurs show psycho-cultural preferences?

• Centaurs as parts of labor markets? Centaurs co-opetiting? 
Centaurs building communities? 





Cities, “Schumpeterian hubs” and five-factor 
theory of personality

• Openness to experience (inventive/curious vs. consistent/cautious)

• Conscientiousness (efficient/organized vs. easy-going/careless)

• Extraversion (outgoing/energetic vs. solitary/reserved)

• Agreeableness (friendly/compassionate vs. challenging/detached)

• Neuroticism (sensitive/nervous vs. secure/confident)



Policy challenges for cities and regions

• How to favor the emergence of centaurs in a given territory 
depending from the framework conditions (nurturing symbiotes)?

• How to retain centaurs that emerged on the territory (avoiding 
brain&algorithm drain)?

• How to attract centaurs on a given territory (“seducing human+AI
pairs”)?



I've come up with a set of rules that describe our reactions to technologies: 

1. Anything that is in the world when you’re born is normal and ordinary  

and is just a natural part of the way the world works. 

2. Anything that's invented between when you’re fifteen and thirty-five is new  

and exciting and revolutionary and you can probably get a career in it. 

3. Anything invented after you're thirty-five is against the natural order of things. 

Douglas Adams, The Salmon of Doubt 


